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Introduction
More than seven months after Arizona officials certified the 2020 presidential election results, the state
senate’s ongoing partisan review of Maricopa County’s results has received national attention. But what’s
happening in Arizona is not an isolated incident. Just this week, the press reported that a Pennsylvania
legislator has launched efforts to conduct a similar review there. In fact, there are similar efforts by partisan,
political actors to conduct these reviews in jurisdictions around the country. In this report we look at five
states—Arizona, Wisconsin, Pennsylvania, Michigan, and Georgia—where these efforts have made significant
progress.
In each state, the partisan review efforts have taken different forms and are in different stages. For instance, in
Arizona, the State Senate’s review has been limited to a single county (Maricopa). In the course of that review,
paper ballots and voting machines were removed from the custody and control of local election officials and
given to a third party, which conducted an “examination” of those election materials, sometimes outside public
view. By contrast, in Wisconsin, the State Assembly has announced an investigation of the 2020 election
without stating that its review would be limited to any particular geographic location. Nor is it at all clear that
the Wisconsin review will involve examination of paper ballots or machines, as in Arizona.
While details differ, in every case, the proposed election reviews fail to satisfy basic security, accuracy, and
reliability measures that should be in place for any election review. And the “auditors” themselves fail to meet
basic standards of objectivity. Specifically, in each state, the actual or proposed partisan reviews fail to meet at
least some of the following components:
•
•
•
•
•

Transparency: public audit plans, processes, and records;
Objectivity: auditors who are and appear to be independent and free of conflicts of interest;
Pre-written, comprehensive procedures: standardized and consistently implemented processes
designed to achieve accuracy;
Competence: conducted by election administration experts; and
Security: ballots and equipment remain in election official control.

These deficiencies stand in stark contrast to actions that experienced election administrators take to verify the
security of an election, as well as minimum standards external auditors apply when conducting governmental
performance audits.

Standard Election Integrity Measures
Election officials across the country incorporate numerous election security and integrity measures into every
step of the election cycle, including voter registration record management, election administration, and results
certification. These procedures include routine voter registration list maintenance activities, such as removing
voters based on official death records. 1 Most are implemented well before elections occur, and include logic and
accuracy testing of voting machines, chain of custody procedures, and checklists to ensure that other routine
tasks —such as notifying voters about an upcoming election or adding voters to permanent voter lists—are
conducted in compliance with relevant federal and state laws.
After the election occurs, the full process for counting votes involves a series of steps that take place over
several weeks. Each of these steps has safeguards in place to protect voters’ rights and the integrity of our
elections. They are conducted in public; citizens and the media can (and should) ensure that they are done
properly. These steps and safeguards, which vary by state, may include proprietary style codes and postelection canvass verification procedures. They are explained in the Brennan Center analysis “The Roadmap to
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the Official Count in an Unprecedented Election,” and by multiple U.S. Department of Homeland Security’s
Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency publications, including “Mail-In Voting: Election Integrity
Safeguards” and “Mail-In Voting Processing Factors.” 2
In the rare instance that any specific and plausible allegations or evidence of malfeasance arise, officials refer
these to the appropriate agencies, often a law enforcement agency. 3 When an external process audit is
warranted, generally accepted governmental auditing standards (GAGAS), also known as The Yellow Book, can
be used. 4 The standards identify an auditor’s objectivity, defined to include “independence of mind and
appearance when conducting engagements, maintaining an attitude of impartiality, having intellectual honesty,
and being free of conflicts of interest,” as “the basis for the credibility of auditing in the government sector.” 5
These standard election security and integrity procedures culminate in a post-election tabulation audit.
Election officials in each state discussed in this report conducted post-election tabulation audits that required
them to check a sample of cast ballots to ensure the voting machine results’ accuracy. These audits were
conducted in 2020, shortly after the election, as required by state statute and in compliance with written
procedures drafted before the audit launch. 6 While the specific procedures, such as the counting method, vary
by state, all procedures were written and implemented in a manner designed to increase trust in our election
system, by providing for transparency into the process, giving responsibility for conducting the audit to those
with election administration experience, and using procedures designed to obtain an accurate count. They were
also conducted in compliance with federal law requiring election officials to protect and preserve election
materials and retain “ultimate management authority over the retention of those election records.” 7
Moreover, in each state we examine, well-established law offers or ensures candidates in close elections access
to a recount. However, in 2020 in each state, the Trump campaign either failed to qualify for a recount (because
the margin wasn’t sufficiently close), failed to request a recount, or requested a recount that ultimately
provided additional confirmation of the outcome’s accuracy.
Despite these facts, Trump supporters continue to make false claims of fraud in support of these endeavors to
transfer federal election materials to inexperienced, political actors for review. As explained in more detail in
this report, the procedures proposed for these reviews are not designed to obtain secure and accurate results
and are radically different from proven election integrity procedures, such as post-election tabulation audits,
routinely conducted by election officials across the country. That these efforts are gaining traction more than
six months after certification of the election is a blinking red warning light.
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Arizona
>> Substantive election audits previously conducted: 2
>> Estimated taxpayer cost to date for partisan election review in one county: $2.4 million (and
counting)

Background: Statutory Audit and the Push for a Partisan Review
In the days following the November 2020 election, Maricopa County election staff completed the routine tasks
required to count the ballots and certify the election on schedule. This included a statutorily required audit
during which representatives from the three local political parties who took an oath to support the U.S. and
Arizona constitutions reviewed thousands of ballots by hand. 8 This audit “showed a 100% match between the
votes counted by hand and the votes counted by the machines.” 9
The margin of victory in the presidential election fell outside the recount threshold of “[o]ne-tenth of one per
cent of the number of votes cast” established by Arizona law. 10 As with all other audits conducted by election
officials discussed in this report, all records related to the audits are available to the public under the state’s
freedom of information laws. 11
5 Brennan Center for Justice
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COORDINATED EFFORTS TO LEGITIMIZE PRO-TRUMP CONSPIRACY THEORIES
Nevertheless, as part of ongoing efforts to undermine confidence in the 2020 election results and overturn the
result that Biden won, Trump supporters, including Sidney Powell and Arizona Republican Chair Kelli Ward,
filed multiple lawsuits in Arizona promoting “outlandish conspiracy theories, [such as falsely] claiming that an
anonymous source had evidence that Venezuela’s socialist dictatorship was involved in rigging the U.S.
election.” 12
As it became clear that all eight of these lawsuits would be unsuccessful, Trump supporters including Trump’s
own attorney, Rudy Giuliani, shifted their focus to the Republican-controlled legislature. 13 Despite testimony
from Maricopa County’s elections director, Republican Chair of the Maricopa County board of Supervisors Clint
Hickman, one of its chief attorneys, and two officials with the Arizona Attorney General’s Election Integrity
Unit that “there was no evidence that President-elect Joe Biden’s win was achieved by fraud, manipulation or
tampering,” the Republican chair of the senate judiciary committee, with the approval of Republican Senate
President Karen Fann, took an unprecedented step and issued two subpoenas demanding Maricopa County
election materials in pursuit of a “forensic audit” on December 15, 2020. 14
After the Republican-controlled Maricopa County Board of Supervisors voted to fight the subpoena, Giuliani
and Trump pushed President Fann “to prove any fraud” and increased pressure on the Republican
supervisors. 15 On New Year’s Eve, Chairman Hickman received a voicemail from the White House switchboard
requesting that he “call back so could speak with the president.” 16 He “was horrified” when just days later on
January 3, he heard the tape of Trump’s call to Georgia Secretary of State Brad Raffensperger, “in which Trump
encouraged him to ‘find’ enough votes to reverse Trump’s narrow loss there.” 17 That same night, Hickman
opted against answering a call from a Washington, DC area code and received another voicemail from the
White House switchboard, which he did not return. 18
At the hearing in Maricopa County Superior Court on the county’s motion to quash the subpoenas, Maricopa
County’s attorney highlighted evidence that the senate intended to give the subpoenaed materials, including
“ballots and passwords,” to Giuliani. 19 The senate’s attorney did not deny this plan, and instead responded:
“That is not the county’s concern.” 20
The senate’s actual plan remained unclear. 21 On February 2, 2021, the senate’s attorney informed Maricopa
County officials that the audit would be conducted by Allied Security Operations Group (ASOG), a firm that has
been spreading election fraud myths for over two years, many of which continue to be repeated by Trump allies,
including that “election software used in the United States originated in Venezuela,” and “nefarious actors
could surreptitiously manipulate votes on a massive scale.” 22

FEDERALLY ACCREDITED FIRMS EXAMINE VOTING EQUIPMENT
While awaiting a court decision about the subpoenas, the Maricopa County Board of Supervisors voted to
authorize their own “forensic audit” and hired “two independent firms certified by the U.S. Elections Assistance
Commission, to each independently audit the tabulation equipment.” 23 On February 23, both firms issued clean
reports, finding no discrepancies. 24

Arizona’s Partisan Election Review
Despite these assurances by accredited laboratories, the senate continued to insist on its own partisan review,
and ultimately prevailed. On February 26, the Maricopa County Superior Court ruled that the senate could
obtain access to the materials requested in the subpoena. 25 Maricopa County officials opted against appealing
6 Brennan Center for Justice
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the decision and packaged the approximately 2.1 million ballots and hundreds of voting machines for transfer
only to be told that the senate was not prepared for delivery. 26

SECRETARY HOBBS OUTLINES AUDIT MINIMUM STANDARDS; FANN INSTEAD CHOOSES
CYBER NINJAS
Although the senate had backed off the initial choice of ASOG, they still had no specific plans as of March 2. 27
Arizona Secretary of State Katie Hobbs, the chief state election official, wrote to President Fann on March 3
expressing concern about the process, and imploring her to “treat your responsibility for the custody, security,
and integrity of those items with the same level of vigilance that election officials across the state treat that
responsibility.” 28 She also encouraged the adoption of minimum security and auditing standards, such as
“mak[ing] available… the procedures and criteria, including as to qualifications and independence, [to be used]
to select the [auditing] firm,” “restricting writing instruments to only red pens,” and “mak[ing] available to
election officials and the public the standards and procedures that will be followed in conducting any audit.” 29
Instead of employing these minimum standards, on March 31, Fann announced that she had selected a cybersecurity company called Cyber Ninjas to conduct the audit. 30

LACK OF OBJECTIVITY AND SUFFICIENT COMPETENCE
This selection was troubling on multiple levels. First, at the time the senate selected Cyber Ninjas, the company
had no experience auditing elections. 31 Further, Cyber Ninjas leadership had demonstrated a bias in favor of
delegitimizing the 2020 election results. Cyber Ninjas CEO Doug Logan had been an active participant in
Trump’s Stop the Steal conspiracy movement and had authored a “document for U.S. senators who planned to
object to the certification of the election results on [January] 6 promoting various disproven or baseless
conspiracy theories about the election, including claims against the company whose ballot tabulation machines
[his company is] tasked with inspecting.” 32
In addition, Cyber Ninjas selected a subcontractor to handle examination of paper ballots, Wake TSI, that
similarly exhibited connections to the Stop the Steal movement and a willingness to promote unfounded claims
of fraud. Defending the Republic—a “nonprofit organization run by former Trump campaign attorney Sidney
Powell… [that] was involved in a series of lawsuits that Powell filed in Arizona, Georgia, Michigan, and
Wisconsin seeking to reverse those states’ votes for Biden”—had recently ”contracted” Wake for an “audit” of a
small Pennsylvania county. 33 More troubling, it appears that Wake altered the final report language for this
“audit” (which found the election to have been “well run” and “conducted in a diligent and effective manner”)
shortly before publication to add that fraud was possible after review by a Republican elected official. 34

LACK OF TRANSPARENCY
In addition to biased contractors, the Arizona senate’s “audit” fails to uphold the procedural transparency that
non-partisan experts state is a critical best practice for post-election audits to provide public confidence. 35
Cyber Ninjas fought to prevent the disclosure of written audit procedures and Ken Bennett, the “Senate
Liaison” for the review, refused to grant observer credentials to experts and severely limited press access. 36
After extensive coverage of the security failures at the site of the review, and in response to litigation, Secretary
Hobbs was authorized to designate observers. 37
Despite efforts by Cyber Ninjas and the senate to keep policy and procedural details secret, a Maricopa County
Superior Court ruled that the documents must be available to the public. 38 Metadata associated with the
policies and procedures appear to indicate that the policies were created after the audit had already begun. 39
Moreover, Cyber Ninjas’ efforts to prevent public access to information continued when they forced volunteer
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audit observers to sign a non-disclosure agreement. 40 This is also a significant departure from routine audit
procedures implemented by election officials across the country.
Records associated with routine election audits by election officials are subject to open records laws. 41 In
contrast, Fann recently took the position that the courts cannot compel her (or any other legislator) to comply
with the Arizona Public Records Law in litigation filed in an effort to obtain “access to all documents and
materials related to the Senate’s audit of the 2020 election results.” 42 Fann’s attorney said that the documents
plaintiffs want are in the hands of the senate’s contractor, Cyber Ninjas, and their subcontractors, and argued
that the Public Records Law “does not apply to private companies,” suggesting that the records related to this
partisan review will forever remain unavailable to the public because it is being conducted by an outside firm. 43

SECURITY FAILURE: BALLOT INTEGRITY NOT PRESERVED
The senate and Cyber Ninjas did not implement basic security measures to protect the integrity of the ballots
and other election materials. 44 Federal law imposes a duty to preserve and protect election materials, including
ballots, for twenty-months after the election. Maricopa County’s election materials were not properly
safeguarded in compliance with federal law during this partisan election review. First, they failed to ensure that
adequate physical security measures were in place. Local reporters documented multiple security failures at the
audit venue, the Arizona Veterans Memorial Coliseum, including unlocked doors and unchecked access to the
ballots and other election materials transferred to the control of the senate. Reporters also notified Cyber
Ninjas of the risks to the ballots posed by the use of black and blue pens on the floor. 45 Nonpartisan observers
documented struggles with basic chain of custody procedures and practices. 46
In addition, the senate review included a “physical examination” of the ballots, which could have damaged the
ballots and voter’s markings on the ballots, because that review used “‘kinematic artifact’ detection technology”
to look at the folds in ballots as a purported sign of fraud. That method of review was developed by Jovan
Hutton Pulitzer, a conspiracy theorist, and “an icon among election fraud believers.” 47 This process, which
required staff to hold up ballots to an ultraviolet light, likely caused the ballot paper and the marks on the ballot
to deteriorate. 48 “Pulitzer does not appear to have any background in elections-related work. It’s unclear
whether Pulitzer’s alleged technology has ever been used on ballots,” prior to its use in Arizona, “or whether
anyone has confirmed that it works.” 49
Not only did this process potentially damage the ballots, but it further demonstrates Cyber Ninjas’ lack of
election administration or auditing expertise. Those with experience know that a lack of folds in a mail-in ballot
is not suspicious, since administrators must sometimes duplicate ballots of military and overseas voters who
use non-standard paper in order to run them through a scanner. Moreover, according to John Brakey, assistant
Senate liaison, this dubious process was being used in support of another already debunked conspiracy theory:
to “look[] for bamboo fibers because of a baseless accusation that [40,000] ballots from Asia were smuggled
here.” 50

LACK OF PRE-WRITTEN COMPREHENSIVE PROCEDURES DESIGNED TO ACHIEVE
ACCURACY
The procedures and the equipment that Cyber Ninjas used to count ballots were unlike those used in typical
post-election audits and were not designed to obtain an accurate count. Three “ballot counters” sat at a round
table equipped with a large turntable on which two ballot display easels were mounted. Ballots were placed on
(and removed from) the display easels by “table leads” who also spun the turntables. The ballot counters were
responsible for reviewing the marks for two different races on the ballot whizzing by and entering this
information on their individual tally sheet.
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The written procedures also expressly authorized an error rate (of approximately 3%) in the vote tabulation
process, whereas standard election audit procedures do not permit any error rate when counting votes. 51 In
practice, this meant the vote totals on the tally sheets completed by ballot counters at the same table, counting
the same ballots, did not have to match. In typical tabulation audits or manual recounts, there is no permissible
error rate; ballots are individually reviewed by a team of officials and there are clear adjudication procedures—
often involving a bipartisan team—in the event of a disagreement about how to count an individual ballot. This
ensures that such ballots receive additional scrutiny (usually by more experienced staff) and are accurately
counted in accordance with state election laws, which in Arizona require an attempt to discern the intent of the
voter where there are stray or other unusual markings on a ballot. 52 Standardized adjudication procedures for
ballots with unclear marks are critical for obtaining an accurate tally.

ADDITIONAL ISSUES
Myriad other security failures undermine the review’s integrity. First, there is no transparency about who is
funding the audit. The little information about funding that has become public is troubling: 53 multiple Trump
supporters and Stop the Steal conspiracy theorists claim to have made large donations. 54 One of the Trump
supporters providing funding, Patrick Byrne, appears to have conducted background checks and volunteer
agreements for the staff conducting the audit as well, helping to determine who counts the ballots. 55
Furthermore, the staff counting the ballots have not been adequately screened for lack of bias. 56 Former State
Representative Anthony Kern, who was on the ballot in 2020 as a candidate and as an elector for Trump, and
who was on the steps of the U.S. Capitol during the January 6 insurrection, was on the floor counting ballots,
which was a violation of Cyber Ninjas’ contract with the senate to conduct the audit. 57 The journalist who first
reported this was removed from the building. 58
In another departure from standard election audit practice, the "Official Account" of the senate liaison for the
audit on Twitter has attacked journalists and made false accusations about election system security, such as
asserting that Maricopa County officials deleted important elections databases before handing over computers
to senate’s contractors. 59 In doing so, the “official account” fomented distrust of election administrators and set
the stage for continued Stop the Steal conspiracy theories.

UNNECESSARY COST AND ADDITIONAL SECURITY FAILURES
Moreover, the security compromises to the Maricopa County voting machines will result in the county needing
to replace all of its voting machines, at an estimated cost of approximately $2.2 million dollars. 60 While it is
unclear whether Maricopa County or the senate will be responsible for these expenses, according to Maricopa
County Board of Supervisors Chairman Jack Sellers, “[o]ne way or another, it sounds like the taxpayer is going
to pay for whatever this costs.” 61 The U.S. Department of Homeland Security has designated voting machines as
“critical infrastructure.” Therefore when Maricopa County transferred its voting machines to Cyber Ninjas’
control (in compliance with the legislative subpoena), that constituted a “cyber incident to critical
infrastructure.” 62 In consultation with the Department of Homeland Security, Secretary Hobbs advised
Maricopa County officials that “once election officials lose custody and control over voting systems, those
devices should not be used in future elections,” and effectively decertified all of Maricopa County’s voting
machines. 63 We estimate the total taxpayer cost of this partisan review, which includes the estimated voting
equipment costs, to be $2.4 million. 64
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Wisconsin
>> Substantive election audits and recounts previously conducted: 2
>> Estimated taxpayer cost to date for partisan election review: $63,200 (and counting)

Background: Statutory Audit and Recounts and the Push for a Partisan Review
The integrity, security, and outcome of Wisconsin’s 2020 election has been repeatedly affirmed through both
professional audits and recounts. Immediately following the 2020 election and prior to the certification of
election results, Wisconsin election officials conducted a legally mandated audit of voting equipment used in
the 2020 election. This audit confirmed that none of the audited voting machines changed votes from one
candidate to another, incorrectly tabulated votes, or altered vote totals in any way. 65 In addition to the official
audit, the Trump campaign exercised its statutory right to request and pay for a hand recount of votes in
Wisconsin’s two most populous counties—Dane and Milwaukee. 66 These recounts also confirmed Biden’s
victory in those counties. 67

Wisconsin’s Partisan Election Review
Nevertheless, some members of the Wisconsin legislature are pursuing a further “investigation” into the 2020
election results. GOP Speaker of the Wisconsin State Assembly Robin Vos, announced in May that the assembly
would launch its own investigation, to be helmed by three retired police officers, and an attorney. 68 At the
annual Wisconsin GOP convention, held one day after Trump threatened to have Vos “primaried and quickly
run out of office” for allegedly “covering up election corruption” by not pursuing a “Forensic Audit,” Vos
selected Trump supporter and former Supreme Court Justice Michael Gableman to oversee the investigation. 69
Gableman, who previously “said the presidency was stolen,” told the convention goers, “[Y]ou didn't just
grumble about [how the presidential election was run] and go back home and let it let bygones be bygones. You
recognize that this one is where we draw the line."” 70 This investigation is in addition to yet another election
audit to be conducted by the state’s Legislative Audit Bureau after a party line vote of the majority-partycontrolled Legislative Audit Committee. 71 This audit may review compliance with election laws by state and
local election officials, including the use of electronic voting systems and how those systems are audited.

LACK OF TRANSPARENCY AND OBJECTIVITY
Echoing the other election reviews happening around the country, Wisconsin lawmakers appear set to withhold
important details of this investigation, with contracts calling for the findings to be “confidential” and legislative
committee leaders unsure of the scope and plans. 72 What is known, however, undermines the fairness,
credibility, and transparency of this review. Despite the critical importance of impartiality in conducting any
election investigation, one of the retired police officers leading the investigation, Mike Sandvick, is a wellknown Republican operative and has previously spread false claims of election fraud. For example, Sandvick
drafted a since-debunked report that made false allegations of fraud in the 2004 presidential election. 73 He was
a member of the Wisconsin Republican Party’s “election integrity” committee and was briefly state director for
True the Vote, a group that has brought mass challenges to voter eligibility without sufficient evidence. 74

UNNECESSARY COST
While the total cost is unknown, the investigation has already imposed costs on taxpayers. Vos has entered into
contracts promising to pay Gableman $11,000 per month for at least four months and Sandvick and another
police officer $3,200 per month, each, for at least three months. 75 Salary to be paid to the third, unidentified
former police officer is still unknown. This is despite the fact that there is no need to hire investigators. Existing
election administration safeguards prevent fraud, and additional statutorily mandated reviews conducted by
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state and local officials effectively identify potential fraud. 76 In the rare instances when there are reasons for
election administrators to suspect fraud—such as a voter having been checked-in at two different locations—
Wisconsin election administrators can refer the matter to prosecutors for follow-up. In fact, that has already
occurred—demonstrating that the system works—but only a handful of times, because voter fraud is rare: Out
of 3.3 million votes cast, Wisconsin election officials identified only twenty-seven potential cases of fraud, and,
in accordance with state law, those incidents have already been referred to prosecutors for review. 77

Pennsylvania
>> Substantive election audits previously conducted: 2
>> Estimated taxpayer cost to date for partisan election review: $25,000 (and counting)

Background: Statutory Audit and the Push for a Partisan Review
Prior to certification of the 2020 election results, Pennsylvania counties successfully completed the postelection audit required by state law that confirmed the accuracy of the voting equipment’s vote counts. 78 In
addition, sixty-three of Pennsylvania’s sixty-seven counties participated in a voluntary statewide risk-limiting
audit pilot that provided additional evidence that President Biden won the commonwealth. 79
The margin of victory in the presidential election fell outside the automatic recount threshold of “one-half of a
percent or less of the votes cast for the office” established by Pennsylvania law. 80
COORDINATED EFFORTS TO LEGITIMIZE PRO-TRUMP CONSPIRACY THEORIES
In Pennsylvania, the Trump campaign and related entities filed multiple lawsuits seeking to change the results
of the 2020 election, but all failed to prevent state certification of Biden as the winner of the presidential
election in the commonwealth. 81
Nevertheless, after a trip to observe the partisan review in Arizona, a small group of Republican lawmakers in
Pennsylvania are now calling for a similar review. 82 Following the trip, Republican state Senator Doug
Mastriano, “a prominent supporter of the ‘Stop the Steal’ movement and Trump ally,” stated: “If we do an audit
in Pennsylvania, this is the model to use.” 83 One local Arizona GOP election official has already responded to
this suggestion: “This is insane just from a competence standpoint . . . I would say to [visitors who observed the
Arizona review] ‘this is not the audit you want, this is far from the gold standard.’” 84

Pennsylvania's Previous and Proposed Partisan Election Reviews
LACK OF OBJECTIVITY AND SUFFICIENT COMPETENCE
An ill-conceived “audit” of election results in one rural Pennsylvania county demonstrates the harms of such a
fraudulent “audit.” Following the 2020 election, officials in Fulton County, Pennsylvania—which voted
overwhelmingly for President Trump—agreed to an “audit” of the county’s election results at state Senator
Mastriano’s urging. 85 That “audit” was conducted by Wake TSI—one of the same entities originally involved in
the Arizona review—and was funded by a group run by Trump-affiliated attorney Sidney Powell, who pursued
numerous unsuccessful post-election lawsuits based on debunked conspiracy theories. 86
Wake TSI may have lacked any elections auditing experience when it agreed to perform this work. Although the
contract for the Arizona senate’s partisan election review states that Wake TSI was involved with “hand count
audits in… New Mexico as part of the 2020 General Election cycle,” the company has “repeatedly refused to
answer questions or provide any details about the company’s experience [in New Mexico].” 87 One reporter
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investigating this claim concluded, “No one will say where in New Mexico the company has worked, and it’s
unclear whether Wake TSI has actually done any election work in the state.” 88
In its original draft audit report for Fulton County, Wake TSI concluded, “the election was well run [and]
followed all Commonwealth and Federal guidelines.” 89 However, after Wake shared a draft with a local
Republican official, the final report language was revised by striking the statement that Mastriano had
requested the assessment and adding “a caveat to the county’s otherwise clean bill of health: “[t]his does not
indicate that there were no issues with the election.” 90 County officials and others have not responded to
questions about who made the changes. 91 The final report, which contains information disputed by local
officials, “has been circulated on social media by Trump allies who have sought to claim that voting machines
are vulnerable to hacking and fraud.” 92
While a few state legislators have been pushing for more of this type of partisan review, thus far, it is the only
one that has occurred in Pennsylvania. However, Trump continues to press for a “full forensic audit.” 93 In a
statement calling out Pennsylvania Republican legislative leaders by name (including Senate President Pro
Tempore Jack Corman and State Government Committee Chairman Dave Argall), he threatened: “The people
of Pennsylvania and America deserve to know the truth. If the Pennsylvania Senate leadership doesn’t act,
there is no way they will ever get re-elected!” 94
According to reports, State Senator Mastriano told Trump during a May meeting “that he could engineer an
audit in his state.” 95 On July 1, he led a private briefing of Republican state senators to discuss his current plan
to initiate an investigation into the election that was certified almost six months ago. 96 Details have not been
confirmed, but state senate democrats are already questioning the legality of any plan launched in the senate
committee chaired by Mastriano which likely lacks jurisdiction over election-related matters. 97

UNNECESSARY COST
An Arizona-style review of election results would not only undermine election integrity; it would also be costly
to Pennsylvania taxpayers. Because the review in Fulton County was unauthorized by the state and failed to
follow proper procedures to protect the security of election equipment, the equipment vendor could no longer
vouch for the machines, and the county was forced to lease new equipment for a May primary. Pennsylvania
taxpayers were therefore responsible for the $25,000 bill for temporarily leasing equipment, and may be on the
hook for additional equipment replacement costs. 98

Michigan
>> Substantive election audits previously conducted: 2
>> Estimated taxpayer cost to conspiracy “audits”: $5,080 + (and counting)

Background: Statutory Audits and Recounts and the Push for a Partisan Review
Michigan election officials have already conducted two different post-election audits. 99 First, they successfully
conducted procedural post-election audits in compliance with instructions issued by the Michigan Department
of Elections in January 2020. 100 This process “verifies that Michigan law and election procedures were
followed correctly before, during and after Election Day [and] includes reviewing voted ballots by hand to make
sure tabulation equipment worked and gave correct results.” 101 Next, they completed a statewide risk-limiting
tabulation audit of the presidential election. 102 Michigan’s Secretary of State Jocelyn Benson explained that the
results of these audits “are concrete evidence that November's election was fair, secure and accurate, and that
the results reflect the will of Michigan voters.” 103
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The margin of victory in the presidential election fell outside of the automatic recount threshold of a difference
of 2,000 votes or less established by Michigan law. 104 Further, while any presidential candidate is authorized to
pursue a recount on “account of fraud or mistake” in Michigan, Trump did not. 105
Nevertheless, calls for additional after-the-fact so-called “audits” continue in the state. 106 For example,
commissioners in Cheboygan County are currently considering an offer to have third parties review the
county’s election results. 107 That offer comes from an attorney connected to Sidney Powell, who filed numerous
conspiracy-driven election lawsuits for the Trump campaign, and is also being pushed by a group called the
Cheboygan County Freedom Fighters. 108 The Secretary of State has warned of security concerns if the county’s
election equipment is handed over to these third parties and also explained that the commissioners have no
legal authority to take control of the election equipment. 109
The Secretary of State recently sent similar warnings to the county clerk of Antrim County, where there have
been vocal calls for election audits. 110 In Antrim County, a human error briefly resulted in the county showing
inaccurate election results, which has fueled conspiracy theories that voting machines “flipped” election results
in favor of President Biden. 111 The human error was quickly discovered and a subsequent audit confirmed that
voting machines had tabulated ballots correctly. 112 Nevertheless, a local resident filed a lawsuit seeking a new
audit based on debunked conspiracies about election fraud. Multiple individuals involved in the Arizona
“audit,” including Cyber Ninjas CEO Doug Logan, were involved on behalf of the plaintiff in that case, which
was ultimately dismissed. 113 An expert analysis in that case affirmed the accuracy of the election results and
confirmed that the reporting problem stemmed from human—not machine—error. 114

Michigan's Previous and Proposed Partisan Election Reviews
LACK OF OBJECTIVITY AND SUFFICIENT COMPETENCE
As part of the Antrim County litigation, Judge Kevin A. Elsenheimer, a former Republican leader in the
Michigan legislature, ordered officials to give Allied Security Operations Group further access to some of the
county’s voting machines. 115 According to Michigan Attorney General Dana Nessel, ASOG “has no apparent
expertise in election administration and technology. Their work is limited to the previous release and
amplification of other false information and fake documents.” 116 Also troubling is the firm’s history of active
participation in spreading false claims of election fraud. 117 ASOG’s management team includes Russell J.
Ramsland, Jr., who since 2018 has played a key role in the development and promotion of the false claim that
the election was stolen from Trump. 118
Credible election audits seek to double check the accuracy of results and correct any errors in a transparent
fashion, in order to improve confidence in and ensure the accuracy of the final outcome. ASOG’s “audit” and
“forensics report” (authored by Ramsland), however, resulted in additional election disinformation and has
played an important role in the subsequent proliferation of false election conspiracy theories. 119 The report
contained “an extraordinary number of false, inaccurate or unsubstantiated statements,” such as the erroneous
finding of a 68% “error rate,” which was promptly tweeted by Trump after the report’s release. 120
State officials immediately denounced the report, and county officials agreed, stating that it was “riddled with
false and unsupported claims, baseless attacks, and incorrect use of technical terms.” 121 After a multi-month
review, Alex Halderman, a professor of computer science and engineering at the University of Michigan,
published an analysis that explained many of the falsehoods in ASOG’s report. He found, for instance, that the
report wrongly included certain entry logs in the error rate calculation, which resulted in a “meaningless”
calculated “error rate.” 122 A programmer would have easily correctly understood the meaning of various log file
entries, which were improperly used as the basis for a number of false conclusions in the report. 123 After
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affirming his analysis “under penalty of perjury,” Professor Halderman said he doesn’t believe Ramsland
“performed any credible statistical analysis of the Antrim County results, let alone one that supports the
conclusion that there was fraud." 124

UNNECESSARY COST
After ASOG’s examination, Antrim County faced a bill exceeding $5,000 for "prepar[ing the county’s voting
machines] for the May election by removing, securing and replacing hard drives, [after] the December 6
forensic examination [by ASOG] had rendered them unfit for use.” 125

Republican-Led Senate Committee Undercuts Push for Further Reviews
So far there have been no other partisan reviews and the state may not see more. In late June, after an eightmonth inquiry, the Republican-led Michigan Senate Oversight Committee released its report on the 2020
election, which thoroughly “rebutted former President Donald Trump’s voter fraud claims, debunking
allegations of malfeasance in the state’s election last fall and affirming that Joe Biden was victorious.” 126 The
report, which every Republican on the committee supported, was clear: “This Committee found no evidence of
widespread or systematic fraud in Michigan’s prosecution of the 2020 election.” 127 The report also
recommended that the Michigan Attorney General investigate those “who have been utilizing misleading and
false information about Antrim County to raise money or publicity for their own ends." 128

Georgia
>> Substantive election audits and recounts previously conducted: 2
>> Estimated taxpayer cost to date for partisan election review: Unknown

Background: Statutory Audit and Recount and the Push for a Partisan Review
In November 2020, Georgia held a general federal election using paper ballots for the first time in over a
decade. 129 Voters were able to check their paper ballot before casting it, to ensure it correctly reflected their
choices. 130 Paper ballots are an important security measure because a sample of the ballots can be checked by
hand to provide a high level of confidence that the tabulators correctly processed the ballots and the outcome of
the election can be trusted. 131 Georgia law required this type of audit for at least one statewide race, and
Secretary of State Brad Raffensperger chose the Presidential race. Because it was a close race, they checked not
just a sample, but counted every single ballot by hand. 132 Teams of two counted the ballots, with monitors
appointed by the Republican and Democratic parties allowed to observe. Any disagreements among team
members were adjudicated by vote review panels, which are bipartisan under Georgia law. 133 This manual tally
was completed on November 19, 2020, and confirmed that the machine tabulators did not alter the outcome:
President Biden earned more votes than his competitors in Georgia. 134
After the manual tally was finished, President Trump requested a recount, which Georgia law permits when the
margin of victory is less than 0.5%. 135 Every ballot in the state was once again counted, this time using machine
tabulators, and once again, party-appointed monitors and the public were permitted to observe. 136 This count
ended the same way the initial count and the manual tally did: with President Biden earning the most votes. 137

COORDINATED EFFORTS TO LEGITIMIZE PRO-TRUMP CONSPIRACY THEORIES
Nevertheless, on December 23, 2020, a group of plaintiffs including September 11th conspiracy-theorist
Garland Favorito filed a complaint in state court against members of the Fulton County elections board making
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false and misleading claims about elections in Georgia, Michigan, and Pennsylvania. 138 Favorito teamed up
with Jovan Pulitzer, the same “inventor” whose untested equipment may damage ballots and is reportedly
being used in the Arizona senate’s partisan review, and wishes to use his technology to review ballots in
Georgia. 139 Steve Bannon’s “War Room” podcast, on which Favorito has also appeared alongside proponents of
the lie that the 2020 election was stolen like Mike Lindell, has amplified affidavits in Favorito’s case to support
a false claim of fraud. 140
And some Georgia Republicans are urging Governor Kemp to conduct even more audits, including a so-called
“forensic audit” of the 2020 election, with state representatives flying to Arizona to observe the process
underway. 141 The Favorito lawsuit threatens the health of our democracy and the security of Georgia voters’
ballots. However, any review modeled on the one in Arizona would be even more dangerous to election security
and more costly than what Favorito and other plaintiffs seek, as it would involve handing over important
election materials and equipment to partisan actors, risking not only the security of ballots from a past election,
but expensive machines needed to administer future elections.

Georgia's Proposed Partisan Election Review
LACK OF COMPREHENSIVE PROCEDURES DESIGNED TO ACHIEVE ACCURACY
Without explaining why the audit that had already been performed was insufficient, the complaint in the
ongoing lawsuit in Georgia sought an order that would give plaintiffs access to all paper mail ballots for “visual
inspection.” 142 The plaintiffs eventually proposed five-person teams, drawn from a volunteer list they provided,
who would perform “visual inspection” of ballots, with no clarity on how many members of the team must agree
on how to classify a ballot, nor any adjudication method for when team members disagree. Indeed, it is not
even clear what the proposed visual inspection teams should be recording or counting, as they are to “inspect
each ballot for thickness, whiteness and circles record results.” 143 One would not expect volunteers with these
instructions to know what to write down about the ballots they review, much less how many of them should
agree before recording any conclusions. As discussed below, given the list of volunteers that the plaintiffs have
provided, there is every reason to be concerned that the lack of clear guidance will lead to reports of discovered
“problems” or “anomalies,” backed up by little other than unsupported suspicions.

LACK OF OBJECTIVITY AND SUFFICIENT COMPETENCE
The proposed list of volunteers to inspect ballots includes members who are at best inexperienced and
uninformed, and at worst biased. As in Arizona, entrusting ballots to this sort of team would undermine, not
strengthen, election security. The specious claims made in the complaint—by individuals who also appear on
the volunteer list—exhibit this bias and lack of election administration experience. 144 The list includes two of
the individual plaintiffs themselves, as well as people whose misinformed allegations of fraud are cited to
support the complaint. 145 The list includes individuals who were not rehired as pollworkers because officials
were reviewing their conduct for violations of election-workers rules, including taking cell phone videos and
showing ballots to party-appointed monitors. 146

UNNECESSARY COST
Moreover, the requested inspection could be costly to taxpayers. 147 Although the plaintiffs have stated they will
pay for the review, Fulton County has already had to hire outside counsel to defend against the litigation thus
far. The plaintiffs are attempting to depose multiple rank-and-file election workers along with the Fulton
County Board of Commissioner Chairman, requiring further county expenditure to stop these unwarranted
intrusions. 148 And if the plaintiffs succeed in getting the unprofessional review of ballots they seek, elections
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staff will be required to be present and taken away from their regular work for the duration, which the plaintiffs
initially stated would take thirty days to complete, but are now stating will take “six to seven weeks.” 149

Plaintiffs Continue to Insist on a Partisan Election Review
On May 21, the court agreed to unseal all absentee ballots in Fulton County, but noted that the ballots must
remain in county custody, with procedures for accessing and reviewing them to be determined at a later date. 150
Eventually the case against the county was dismissed, but even now, individual members of the Fulton Board of
Registration and Elections remain as defendants, and plaintiffs continue to press for their partisan review, even
filing a motion to move the “audit” to the Georgia World Congress Center, with some plaintiffs describing their
desire to “include technology enhancements deemed important” from a visit they made to the Maricopa County
review. 151
However, as detailed above, any review by the plaintiffs would not be an “audit” of the type professional
election administrators use to confirm election outcomes.

Conclusion
The partisan reviews of certified elections being pursued across the country—despite a host of evidence that the
results were fair and legitimate—represent more than a break from best practices in election administration.
They are an existential threat to our democracy. If every election continues to be litigated and relitigated
without end, even where there is no evidence of fraud and multiple audits have confirmed the results, there is a
serious threat voters will lose faith in our democratic process and will refuse to accept results they do not like.
The peaceful transfer of power, a hallmark of our democracy, could be at risk.
If improving the integrity of elections and boosting public confidence is the goal, a better approach across the
country would be to pass laws providing for high-quality post-election tabulation audits, along with funding for
qualified, trained and objective election officials to conduct regular vulnerability testing and correct any
problems discovered. In the rare instances where discrepancies arise, referral to an appropriate government
agency for unbiased follow-up can separate malicious activity from innocent human errors. It can also lead to
helpful recommendations for avoiding mistakes in the future, as was the case with the investigation into
erroneous results reporting in Antrim County, Michigan.
Instead, investigations that lack procedural transparency, competence, independence, and objectivity are easily
leveraged by partisan actors. Now, in 2021, proponents of the lie that the 2020 election was stolen are looking
to use the mere existence of these sham audits to further their ends, just as they leveraged the existence of
numerous baseless lawsuits in the leadup to the January 6 attempted insurrection. Lists of “anomalies” like
unfolded absentee ballots, ballots with food stains, or voters who did not vote a straight ticket do not qualify as
reasons for suspicion, but they can be used to support a disinformation campaign that sows doubt in the results
of our elections, and lead to calls for violence following elections.
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